
PREMIUM NATURAL STONE PRODUCTSA-A-A NATURAL STONE  



WEST COAST  
COLLECTION

  
We maintain the largest supply 

of high-quality natural stone, 

thin verneer, and cut stone 

products in Southern California. 

A trusted name of custom 

residential and commercial 

markets on the west coast, 

we offer our customers the 

trendiest thin verneer and 

cut stone product lines at 

reasonable prices.



ASHWOOD BLEND  

3”– 8”Rubble 
 
Tasteful textures and a striking 
combination of sand, gold, and 
browns offer a gentle glow. 

BLANCO 

3”– 10”Rubble  

A combination of uniform stone 
faces and wavy edges create a 
bright and welcoming exterior. 

THIN VENEER



4”, 6”, 10” Sawn Heights  
 

CREAM  

4”, 6”, 10” Sawn Heights  

A modern twist on a classic approach: 
the cream base of this palette combined 
with golden brown highlights offers a 
softer, warmer look. 

MISSION BLUE  

4”, 6”, 10” Sawn Heights  

A textured mix of light and medium 
steel-tones with just a hint of blue 
creates an inviting exterior. 

THIN VENEER



MONTANA BLEND  

3”– 8”Rubble  

A welcoming combination of 
sand, gold, and brown stone in 
a variety of tasteful textures. 

TUSCAN BLEND 

3”– 10”Rubble  

Sleek and uniform, the 
Tuscan Blend elegantly 
combines cream and sand 
with a hint of cool grey. 

THIN VENEER



THIN VENEER

RHINESTONE  

3”– 7”Rubble  

A striking combination  
of sandy cream stone  
and gravel elevates the  
Rhinestone veneer. 

GREYSTONE  

4”, 6”, 10” Sawn Heights  

Greystone brings cream, sand, 
and grey together to form a cool, 
elegant, and harmonious palette. 



THIN VENEER

TOSCANO  

3”– 8” Sawn Heights  

A white and grey base is brought to 
life with accents of rust and deep steel, 
echoing the light and shadow of the 
Tuscan landscape. 

REGENT BUFF  

3”– 10”Rubble  

Regent Buff blends cream, 
sand, and grey tones to create a 
balanced, sleek, uniform facade.



SABLE RIDGE  

3”– 8”Rubble  

Rustic and beautifully textured, 
Sable Ridge offers a palette of 
deep greys, plum undertones, 
and specks of white that leave  
a striking impression. 

HONEY BUFF  

3”– 10”Rubble  

Honey Buff blends cream, sand, 
and grey tones to create a cool 
and welcoming exterior. 

THIN VENEER



TAHOE  

4”, 6”, 10” Sawn Heights  

Tahoe offers a textured mix of light and 
medium steel tones with gentle blue 
and gold notes throughout. 

SILVER CANYON  

3”– 8”Rubble  

Full of rustic charm, Silver 
Canyon mixes deep greys with 
a pleasing mix of striking plum, 
gold, blue, and white elements. 

THIN VENEER



CAPPUCCINO  

3”– 10”Rubble  

A clever combination of 
uniformity and wavy edges, 
Cappuccino creates a bright 
and welcoming environment. 

TUNDRA CREAM  

3”– 10”Rubble  

Tundra Cream combines greys 
with underlying tones of sand 
and white highlights to create  
a muted and elegant palette. 

THIN VENEER



AVAILABLE IN: 
24x36x2.25” Honed

Blanco

Cream

HEARTH STONES – Platinum HEARTH STONES – Blanco

CAP STONES – Cream CAP STONES – Regent Buff

MULTI-PURPOSE SLABS

Platinum

Regent Buff


